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Many of our cities have grown immensely over the past few
years, but most rural areas are still awaiting significant
infrastructural expansions. Infrastructure plays a critical role in
not just economic growth, but also for ensuring sustained
human development which is of the utmost importance. Rural
infrastructure not only promotes agriculture and agribusinesses, but also strengthens the intricate forward and
backward links between various sectors of the economy. The
development of rural infrastructure will help curb the relentless
migration to urban areas, and thus, the chaotic situations found
in most of our metros due to the collapse of their infrastructure
facilities under the weight of sheer numbers can be contained.
The country as a whole will be able to progress only when the
rural economy prospers. If India is to gain global economic
competitiveness, it is essential to boost the growth prospects of
the rural community through sustained infrastructure
development.
The previous Union Budget delved into some pressing issues
facing the rural sector and tried to provide permanent solutions
to most of them. Ideation is certainly important but unless it is
backed up by adequate implementation, even the best of
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infrastructure development plans have little meaning. A
successful rural infrastructure development plan seamlessly
integrates various sectoral policies relating to agriculture and
economic growth, food and nutrition security, poverty
alleviation, and human development. Judged by that yardstick,
unfortunately, India has met with only limited success.
We need to remember that the rural economy continues to play a
significant role in the country's development strategy. The rural
sector has the highest potential in terms of supply of labour and
the availability of natural resources, both of which are key
inputs in the production process. If this sector is denied
adequate infrastructural facilities, it will be driven into poverty
and marginalized, and will pose a major challenge to whatever
socioeconomic progress has taken place so far in the nation.
From the humanitarian point of view also, the provisioning of
basic infrastructure in rural areas needs to remain our topmost
priority. The gaps in rural infrastructure should be addressed
adequately and rapidly if we are to achieve economic growth
with social justice and strengthen the democratic traditions of
our nation. Doing so will also undoubtedly enhance the
governability of India.
The current issue of the Digest focuses on many diverse issues
pertaining to the development of rural infrastructure, and offers
some interesting perspectives in that regard. This is an idea
whose time has surely come and whose importance cannot be
underestimated, especially for Maharashtra and India.
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Rural Infrastructure in India: Some Aspects of
Rural Electrification
Dr. R. K. Pattnaik
Professor at SPJIMR, Mumbai. (Views are Personal)
Mr. Chinmay Joshi,
Research assistance at SPJIMR
1. Introduction
Rural Infrastructure is the life
and blood of an economy like
India as it promotes inclusive
growth and helps enhancing
India's progress in human
development.
Rural
infrastructure encompasses
road, housing, water supply,
e l e c t r i fi c a t i o n
and
telecommunication
connectivity. According to Census
2011 reports there are 6.4 lakh
villages in India, which shelter
more than two-third of the
country's population. A major
policy challenge therefore, has
been to sustainable
provisioning of basic
infrastructure facilities for this
large section of the population
spread across 3.28 million
square kilometers of the
country's geographical area.
In the above context it is
important to note that the
power sector has the maximum
linkag es
with
other
infrastructure like road,
housing, telecommunication
and above all the growth
process in the economy.
Moreover, social r ural
infrastructure like education
and primary health critically
depend upon power sector.
T he Census re por t 2011
MEDC Economic Digest

indicates that 45% of the rural
households are not connected
with electricity and depend on
kerosene and other means for
lighting. In terms of the per
capita power consumption
level, India continues to be
among the low performing
countries in the world. India's
annual per capita electricity
consumption in 2011 stands at
670 kwh compared to China's
3310 kwh and USA's 13,230
kwh.
T he
Central
Government has launched a
few policies like provisioning
of 1 kwh of free power per day
to the BPL families. The
hybrid electricity provisioning
through off-grid connectivity
a n d p owe r s u p p l y f r o m
cogeneration, solar and microhydro projects have been some
of
the
programmes
implemented by the Central
Government to bring the
remote villages under the
coverage of power supply.
Fur ther more,
r ural
electrification infrastructure
can very well cater to the
requirements of agriculture
and other activities including
irrigation pump sets, small and
medium industries, khadi and
village industries, cold storage
chains, healthcare, education
and rural IT. Besides, as

discussed in contemporary
literature, the cor relation
between electricity deprivation
and rural poverty is higher at
0.925 than that of 0.625 in case
of roads and 0.655 in case of
telecom.
In view of the foregoing an
attempt has been made in the
present article to discuss some
aspects of rural electrification.
The remainder of the article
has been org anised thus.
Section 2 presents the status of
r ural
electrification.
Gover nment policies are
covered in Section 3. Section 4
discusses the emerging issues.
Concluding observations are
given in section 5.
2. Status
of
Electrification
2.1 Definition
Electrification

Ru r a l
of

After February 2004: Issued by
MOP, vide their letter No.
42/1/2001-D(RE) dated 5th
Fe b r u a r y 2 0 0 4 a n d i t s
corrigendum vide letter no.
42/1/2001-D(RE) dated 17th
February 2004). As per the new
definition, a village would be
declared as electrified, if:
l

Basic infrastructure such as
Distribution Transformer

u
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l

and Distribution lines are
provided in the inhabited
locality as well as the Dalit
Basti hamlet where it exists.

(176), Karnataka (8), Madhya
Pradesh (34), Manipur (54),
Meghalaya (50), Mizoram (11),

Electricity is provided to
public places like Schools,
Panchayat Office, Health
C e n t r e s, D i s p e n s a r i e s,
Community Centres etc.

The relevant data are set out in Tables 1 through 6 and Chart 1
Table 1: Total Electrified and Unelectrified Villages (In Numbers)
Total villages as per 2011 census
Unelectrified Census villages
As on 31.03.2016
As on 31.03.2017
Cumulative Inhabited Village Electrified
As on 31.03.2016
As on 31.03.2017

The number of households
electrified should be at least
10% of the total number of
households in the village.

2.2 Status of electrification
of villages
According to the Press release
by Ministry of Power
c u m u l a t i v e l y, ( a s o n
30.11.2017), electrification in
1,24,219 villages and intensive
electrification in 4,68,827
villages has been completed.
Free electricity connections to
277.20 Lakh BPL Households
have been released. 18,452
census villages in the country
(out of total inhabited villages
of 5,97,644 as per Census
2011)
were
reported
unelectrified by the States as on
April 1, 2015.
As
on
30.11.2017,
electrification in 15,183 villages
has been completed and 1,052
villages have been reported uninhabited. Remaining 2217
villages are expected to be
electrified by 1st May 2018.
These 2217 villages are located
in the State of Arunachal
Pradesh (1069), Assam (214),
Bihar (111), Chhattisgarh
(176), J&K (99), Jharkhand

u
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Odisha (182) and Uttarakhand
(33).

597464
11344
4492
586120
592135

Source: http://www.cea.nic.in/reports/annual/pfam/village_electrification-2017.pdf

Region

Table 2: Northern Region Electrification of Villages (In Numbers)
Mode of Electrification of
Unelectrified Villages
Inhabited
Cumulative
Under
Under
Unelectrified
Inhabited Village
Through
DDUGJY/
State
Villages
Electrified
off-Grid
RGGVY
Plan

As on 31.03.2017

Northern Region(NR)
Chandigarh

5

0

0

0

0

Delhi

103

0

0

0

0
0

Haryana

6642

0

0

0

Himachal Pradesh

17848

0

0

0

0

Jammu & Kashmir

6230

102

102

0

0

Punjab

12168

0

0

0

0

Rajasthan

42932

1

0

1

0

Uttarakhand

15669

58

43

15

0

Uttar Pradesh

97589

9

9

0

0

Total (NR)

199186

170

154

16

0

Source: http://www.cea.nic.in/reports/annual/pfam/village_electrification-2017.pdf

Region

Table 3: Western Region Electrification of Villages (In Numbers)
Mode of Electrification of
Unelectrified Villages
Inhabited
Cumulative
Under
Under
Unelectrified
Inhabited Village
Through
State
DDUGJY/
Villages
Electrified
off-Grid
Plan
RGGVY

As on 31.03.2017

Western Region(WR)
Chattisgarh

18892

381

75

306

0

Daman & Diu

19

0

0

0

0

D & N Haveli

65

0

0

0

0

Goa

320

0

0

0

0

Gujarat

17843

0

0

0

0

Madhya Pradesh

51671

52

14

38

0

Maharashtra

40956

0

0

0

0

Total (WR)

129766

433

89

344

0

Source: http://www.cea.nic.in/reports/annual/pfam/village_electrification-2017.pdf
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Table 4: Southern Region Electrification of Villages (In Numbers)
Mode of Electrification of
Unelectrified Villages
Cumulative
Inhabited
Under
Under
Inhabited Village
Unelectrified
Through
DDUGJY/
State
Electrified
Villages
off-Grid
RGGVY
Plan

As on 31.03.2017

Southern Region(SR)
Andhra Pradesh

16158

0

0

0

0

Karnataka

27358

25

21

4

0

Kerala

1017

0

0

0

0

Lakshadweep

6

0

0

0

0

Puducherry

90

0

0

0

0

Tamil Nadu

15049

0

0

0

0

Telangana

10128

0

0

0

0

Total (SR)

69806

25

21

4

0

Source: http://www.cea.nic.in/reports/annual/pfam/village_electrification-2017.pdf

Region

Table 5: Eastern Region Electrification of Villages (In Numbers)
Mode of Electrification of
Unelectrified Villages
Cumulative
Inhabited
Under
Under
Inhabited Village
Unelectrified
Through
State
DDUGJY/
Electrified
Villages
off-Grid
Plan
RGGVY

As on 31.03.2017

Eastern Region(ER)
A & N Island @

396

0

0

0

0

Bihar

38080

437

395

42

0

Jharkhand

27717

617

233

356

28

Odisha

45467

616

512

104

0

Sikkim

425

0

0

0

0

West Bengal

37449

5

5

0

0

Total (ER)

149534

1675

1145

502

28

Source: http://www.cea.nic.in/reports/annual/pfam/village_electrification-2017.pdf
Table 6: North -Eastern Region Electrification of Villages (In Numbers)
Mode of Electrification of
Unelectrified Villages
Inhabited
Cumulative
Under
Under
Unelectrified
Region
Inhabited Village
Through
DDUGJY/
State
Villages
Electrified
off-Grid
RGGVY
Plan
North-Eastern
As on 31.03.2017
Region(NER)
Arunachal Pradesh
3854
1229
271
958
0
Assam

23422

628

271

357

0

Manipur

2178

80

80

0

0

Meghalaya

5548

230

215

15

0

Mizoram

662

18

18

0

0

Nagaland

1318

4

4

0

0

Tripura

846

0

0

0

0

Total (NER)

37828

2189

859

1330

0

Source: http://www.cea.nic.in/reports/annual/pfam/village_electrification-2017.pdf
MEDC Economic Digest
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Chart1: Rural Electrification Map

Source: https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/industry/energy/power/
rural-electrification-in-full-swing-connecting-7-lakh-homes-a-week/articleshow/66979728.cms
3. National
Rural
Electrification Policy and
Schemes/ programmes

would not be feasible or not
cost-effective, off-grid
solutions based on standalone systems may be taken
up for supply of electricity.
Where these also are not
feasible and if only
alternative is to use isolated
lighting technologies like
solar photovoltaic, these
may be adopted. However,
such remote villages may
not be designated as
electrified.

3.1National
Rural
Electrification Policy, 2006
(Source: Ministry of Power)
T he
National
Rural
Electrification Policy was
notified in compliance with
Sections 4 & 5 of the Electricity
Act, 2003 by the Central
Government. Relevant extracts
of the National Rural
Electrification Policy, 2006 are
set out below:
l

For villages/habitations
where grid connectivity

u
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l

State government should,
within 6 months, prepare
and notify a r ural
electrification plan which
should map and detail the

electrification
delivery
mechanism. The plan may be
linked to and integrated with
district development plans.
The plan should also be
intimated to the appropriate
commission.
l

Gram panchayat shall issue
the first certificate at the time
of the village becoming
eligible for declaration as
electrified. Subsequently, the
Gram Panchayat shall certify
and confirm the electrified
status of the village as on
31st March each year.

3.2 Schemes/ Programmes
currently in Operation
MEDC Economic Digest
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3.2.1 Pradhan Mantri Sahaj
Bijli Har Ghar Yojana
(Saubhagya)
Government of India has
launched a scheme called
"Pradhan Mantri Sahaj Bijli
Har Ghar Yojana (Saubhagya)"
in September 2017 to achieve
universal
household
electrification in the country at
a total cost of Rs. 16,320 crore
including gross budgetary
support of Rs. 12,320 crores
from Government of India.
The objective of the scheme is
t o p r ov i d e l a s t m i l e
connectivity and electricity
connections to all households
in rural and urban areas. It is
targeted to achieve universal
household electrification in the
country by March 31, 2019.
3.2.2 Deen Dayal Upadhyaya
Gram Jyoti
Yojana
(DDUGJY)
This scheme focuses on feeder
separation (rural households
and
agricultural)
and
strengthening of subtransmission & distribution
infrastructure
including
metering at all levels in rural
areas. This will help in
providing round the clock
power to rural households and
adequate power to agricultural
consumers. The earlier scheme
for rural electrification viz.
Rajiv Gandhi Grameen
Vidyutikaran
Yojana
(RGGVY) has been subsumed
in the new scheme as its rural
electrification component. The

full scheme entails an
investment of Rs 43,033 crore
which
includes
the
requirement of budgetary
support of Rs. 33,453 crores
from GoI over the entire
implementation period.
3.2.3 Remote Village
Electrification Programme
The Ministry of New and
Renewable Energy (MNRE),
Government of India, is
implementing this programme
for
providing
financial
support for electrification of
those remote unelectrified
census
villages
and
unelectrified hamlets of
electrified census villages
where grid-extension is either
not feasible or not cost
effective and are not covered
under DDUGJY.
3.2.4 Village
Energ y
Security Programme
The objective of the project is
to go beyond electrification by
addressing the total energy
requirements for cooking,
electricity, and motivate the
provision of access to
electricity through renewables
to households in remote
villages and hamlets, which are
not likely to get covered
through grid extension.
4. Emerging Issues
As may be seen from the
forg oing there has been
significant prog ress with
respect
to
village
electrification and providing

electricity connections to rural
households. However, there are
some structural issues which
need urgent attention. These
issues relate to (a) poor quality
of supply and services, (b) high
arrears due to delay in billing,
(c) low and absence of evening
and night supply, (d) lack of
maintenance, (e) and safety
concerns.
In many rural areas supply of
electricity has been given
without proper meters and
sometimes meters are not
monitored. This leads to billing
delays and consequently arrears
in payments or payments
d e f a u l t s.
The
rural
electrification
corporation
(REC) as per some studies for
e.g. the article published in
Economic and Political Weekly
(EPW, November 17, 2018) has
not performed well in tackling
the metering and billing status.
Since the tariff for small and
rural domestic households is
low, evidence suggests that
there is an in built disincentive
for low hours of supply. There
is also an issue with the tariff
structure. In many states the
small
industrial
and
commercial consumers pay the
same tariffs as applicable to
large industrial units and
commercial
complexes.
Therefore, it is important to
address, the affordability of
higher tariff for smaller and
rural consumers. Apart from
this there are evidences that
rural electrification doesn't

Source: http://www.cea.nic.in/reports/annual/pfam/village_electrification-2017.pdf
MEDC Economic Digest
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appear to have a planned
structure. It was recognised
that the capacity of the
transformer in the villages to
supply power to nonhouseholds is limited.
According to the EPW study
mentioned above there has
been an increasing trend in fatal
electricity related accidents.
Another important issue is
managing the growing rural
consumer base. In this context
distribution
companies
(DISCOMS) should be
accountable for quality rural
electricity supply. T he

u
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performance evaluation of
Ujwal DISCOM Assurance
Yojana (UDAY) holding
DISCOMS accountable could
contribute to a quality rural
electricity supply.
5. Concluding Observations
Rural electrification drive by
the
government
has
undergone
progressive
transformation. However,
there are challenges as
discussed above. In order to
realize the benefits of rural
electrification,
these

challeng es need to be
addressed particularly for
quality supply and tariff rate. It
is important to have a central
agency to coordinate and
monitor rural electrification
initiatives. Therefore, REC
should get the mandate to
monitor and evaluate by
periodically tracking the quality
of supply. The authorities
should focus on affordability,
quality, and sufficiency of
electricity supply rather than
merely fixing a target for rural
electrification.
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Crowdfunding: An Impetus To Rural Infrastructure
Mr. Darryl Barretto
An independent lawyer
barrettodarryl@gmail.com

Introduction:

concept of crowd funding.

for anything of tangible value;

The
development
of
infrastructure in rural India is
important so that India can
achieve its economic and social
goals. This fact was recognised
by none other than Mahatma
Gandhi himself, who said that,
“India has still to attain social, moral
and economic independence in terms
of its seven hundred thousand
villages as distinguished from its cities
1
and towns” . Funds are necessary
for the development of village
infrastructure in India. As per
one estimate, India needs US$
4.5 trillion by 2040 to develop
its Infrastructure 2 . Where
would these funds come from?
O u r b a n k s a n d fi n a n c i a l
institution are already bearing
the brunt of an increase in nonperforming assets and bad
debts, and have turned overcautious with lending
decisions. With increase in
public debt and government
spending, it is difficult to
expect the government to bear
the entire load of funding
requirements. This shortage of
funds has given rise to the

Crowdfunding is an umbrella
term describing the use of
small amounts of money,
obtained from a large number
of
individuals
or
organisations, to fund a
project, a business or personal
loan, and other needs through
an online web-based
platform3. As per the RBI's
4
Consultative
Paper ,
“crowdfunding generally refers to a
method of funding a project or
venture through small amounts of
money raised from a large number
of people, typically through a portal
acting as an intermediary”.

(ii) Reward Crowdfunding Reward crowdfunding refers to
solicitation of funds, wherein
investors
receive some
existing or future tangible
reward (such as an existing or
future consumer product or a
membership rewards scheme)
as consideration;

There are different forms of
crowdfunding models which
are adopted throughout the
world. SEBI's Consultative
Paper 5 , has divided crowd
funding into four major
categories:

(iv) Equity Crowdfunding - In
e q u i t y c r owd f u n d i n g , i n
consideration of funds
solicited from investors, equity
shares of the company
concerned are issued.

(i) Social Lending / Donation
Crowdfunding - Donation
crowdfunding
denotes
solicitation of funds for social,
artistic, philanthropic or other
purpose, and not in exchange

The World Bank estimates that
global investment through
crowdfunding will reach US$
96 billion a year by 2025 in
developing countries alone6.

MEDC Economic Digest

(iii) Peer-to-Peer Lending - In
peer-to-peer lending, an online
platfor m
matches
l e n d e r s / i n ve s t o r s w i t h
borrowers/issuers in order to
provide unsecured loans and
the interest rate is set by the
platform; and

The Impact:
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Definitely the concept of
crowdfunding is here to stay
and to grow. But can
crowdfunding help India fight
rural infrastructure issues. The
answer to this is yes, and in fact
crowd funding has already
started to leave its mark on
rural India. Lets take the
example of rural electrification.
German debt crowdfunding
platform Bettervest divided its
Euro 400,000 investment
between Mera Gao Micro Grid
Power Private Limited (“Mera
Gao Power”) Power and
Boond Engineering &
Development Private Limited
(“Boond”)7. Mera Gao Power
builds, owns, and operates
micro grids in Uttar Pradesh,
and is serving off-grid villages
with high quality, dependable
lighting and mobile phone
charging services8. Other than
the receiving investments from
Bettervest, Mera Gao Power
also underatken a fund raiser
campaign on the crowd
funding platform Milaap.
Boond on the other hand, has
been providing light, clean
water, pest control and hygiene
to the poor living in remote
areas of India and creating
rural entrepreneurs and
distribution channels for
products like solar lamps, solar
home systems, water filters,
efficient cook-stoves etc9.

u
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Boond has come up with
apico-grid with fixed payment
system in which customers
are required to charge their
portable batteries at the central
charging station and take them
to their homes to power their
lights10. Boond's total installed
capacity, as of March 2017,
was over 4.5 MW, impacting
more than 200,000 individuals
and enterprises11.
Other
areas
of
rural
infrastructure, where crowd
funding is making a difference
is education. Think Sharp
Foundation, a crowd funded
entity which has opened a
'StudyMall' in Surangali in
r ural
Maharashtra 1 2 .
'StudyMall' is an idea of a
library that provides better
educational infrastructure in
rural areas by including an
attractive sitting place during
and after school with books,
educational games, toys,
computer
learning,
digital/multimedia learning
along with workshops
conducted by volunteers on
various topics13. This venture
intends to bridge the gap
between
educational
infrastructure between urban
and rural schools.
The success stories of crowd
funding in rural infrastructure
projects are not limited to

India. In Swindon UK, the local
council built a 4.8MW solar
park by raising £1.8m through
crowd funding, of which
£500,000 was invested by the
local community14. The local
people could put in as little as
£5 and it took 5 months to raise
the full amount15. This is an idea
which can be replicated in
villages in India to solve local
issues like building small dams,
bridges, street lighting or other
minor infrastructural projects.
The Challenges:
There are challenges to
implementation of successful
crowd funding campaigns. For
example, the crowd funding
plan of the Kerala government
to rebuild infrastructure
devastated in the floods of
August 2018, has failed to elicit
an encouraging response16. In
other than failing adequate
marketing, there are a number
of regulatory issues involved
when it comes to crowd
funding. As of now there is no
comprehensive system to
govern equity crowd funding in
India. Although SEBI has
released its consultation papers
on the subject a long time ago
yet there are no for mal
regulations rolled out. In
August 2016, SEBI released a
communication17 stating that,
“electronic platforms are allegedly
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facilitating investment in the form
of private placement with companies,
as the offer is open to all the investors
r egister ed with the platfor m
amounting to a contravention of
the provisions of Securities Contract
(Regulation) Act, 1956 (SCRA)
and the Companies Act, 2013.”
This jeopardised the entire
concept of equity crowd
funding in India, which many
start ups were banking upon. In
July 2017, SEBI also directed
crowd funding platforms to put
up a certain disclaimer18.
Although, as a positive step, the
RBI in August 2017 issued
comprehensive
Master
19
Directions regulating peer to
peer lending.
Other than this, the Indian
government has maintained a
tight control on foreign

MEDC Economic Digest

donations received by NGOs
and charitable organisations in
India through stringent
regulations under the Foreign
Contribution Regulation Act,
2010. T hese regulations
impact the free flow of funds
received for donation based
crowdfunded projects. Then
there are issues such as
accountability
and
transparency in crowd funding
projects which affect the
efficacy of crowd funding. The
steep service fee that crowd
funding platform charge is also
a cause of concern.
The way-ahead:

about the
self-sustaining
development of villages which
was a dream of Mahatma
Gandhi. It is necessary that the
government and regulators
consider refor ming the
existing regulatory system so as
to encourage crowd funding,
but with sufficient built-in
safeguards. On the lines of
public procurement policy, the
g ove r n m e n t s h o u l d a l s o
formulate a crowd funding
policy which can be
implemented at the g ram
panchayat level. This will
ensure that the funds collected
are properly utilised.

Crowd funding seems to be a
successful model which can be
used to bring about
infrastructural developments
in rural India. It may bring

u
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ABSTRACT
The
Information
and
Communication Technologies
play an important role in rural
d e ve l o p m e n t .
The
Empower ment of r ural
communities is crucial for the
development of the rural
region. Bringing the people in
the rural region in the
mainstream of the digital
technologies to access and
adopt modern technologies is a
major concern now. Rural
Devel- opment implies both,
the economic development of
the people and greater social
transformation
using
electronic gov-ernance (eg over nance). In order to
provide the rural people in
Maharashtra with better
prospects and opportunities
for economic development,
agricultural development and
manag ement, marketing
management,
increased
participation of rural people in
usage and adoption of
infor mation
and
communication technologies
(ICTs) is envisaged. This paper
aims to explore the nature, role
and relevance of the
Electronic
/
Digital
Governance using ICTs and
wireless technologies for
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agriculture and rural
development in the rural
regions. It also aims to study
the impact of e-governance
on rural development and
methods for improving local
environmental governance
having regard particularly to
the range of interests and
actors
involved
in
e-governance. The paper
examines the current status of
electronic governance in
Jalgaon district in India. It
focuses on development of
the model using ICTs/wireless
technologies for e-governance
of Jalgaon district in
Maharashtra state, India.
1. Introduction
Connectivity is vital in
business and society in India.
There is rapid growth in
information
technology
related business in India. But
only a meagre percentage of
Indi - ans have internet
connection at their residence.
India has more than 9000
internet
cafes
having
uninterrupted internet access
enabling communication and
interaction with other actors in
e-governance through ICTs
and wireless technologies such
as, e-mail, audio or video chat

etc. It also enables utilization of
the various public ser- vices to
collect the information about
education opportu- nities, to
search jobs for seeking
employment etc by browsing
the inter net. Indians are
generally enthusiastic about the
Internet. With the lack of
p hy s i c a l c o n n e c t iv i t y o r
telecommunication
infrastructure, unaffordable
cost and lack of ready
accessibility to broadband
technologies only few can use
the Internet. Mostly rural India
is lag- ging in development,
education,
health,
entertainment services and the
general living standard due to
lack of Government support in
creating ICT and Wireless
infra- structure to reach rural
masses. India is a land of geographical diversities. There is
comprehensive
wired
communication infrastructure
in place today. WiMAX
connectivity could play major
role in improving the qual- ity
of public services and could
bring
substantial
improvement in rural areas. Based
on the IEEE 802.16 standard,
the WiMAX (Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave
Access)
is
a
teleMEDC Economic Digest
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communications technology
that provides wireless
transmission of data using a
vari- ety of transmission
modes, from point-tomultipoint links to portable and
fully mobile internet access”.
The Wi- MAX is supported by
the WiMAX forum, which is a
n o n - p r o fi t o r g a n i z a t i o n
for med to promote the
adoption of WiMAX
compatible products and
services. WiMAX is a very
promising technology with
many key features over other
wireless technologies. WiMAX
is also known as wireless
broadband. IEEE 802.16 is the
standard for WiMAX. IEEE
802.16d—2004 is known as
fixed Wi- MAX and IEEE
802.16e—2005 is known as
mobile WiMAX.
2. We Must Get Wireless in
Rural Areas
Despite the advantages of
wireless alternatives in rural
India, many rural areas are still
w i t h o u t w i r e l e s s a c c e s s.
Sometimes this is due simply to
limitations of technology.
Residences can be tens of miles
apart in rural areas, making it
difficult to propagate a signal to
each home around the base
station. The fact that homes are
so sparse in rural areas also
hinders companies from
making the investments needed
to supply rural areas with
quality Internet service, even if
technology exists to make this
possible. As one can see from
MEDC Economic Digest

the illustration of Figure 1
with few potential customers
in rural areas and so many
packed closely together in
cities, it is much more profitable to supply service to the
densely populated areas
rather than the spread-out
farmers who would love to
have the service that others
enjoy. But, there are a few
companies who recognize the
technology needs of rural
India and seek to fill them.
3. The Benefits of Wireless
Internet Access
India
is
increasingly
embracing
wireless
technologies. Cellular phones
based on various wireless
technologies
have
r e v o l u t i o n i s e d
telecommunication in India.
Wher- eas the growth of
fixed-line subscribers has
slowed over the past several
years, cellular usage has sky
rocketed, nearly doubling in
2003 and growing by 159
percent so far in 2004, with 1.4
million new subscribers added
ever y month. But these
cellular technologies have not
been sufficiently applied to
deliver the broadband data
con- nectivity to households
in rural area due to high both
cost and complexity. Yet, India
needs a way to provide widespread Internet access. With
widespread wireless broadband facilities, the Indian
information technology (IT)
industry would grow beyond

cities reaching out to the rural
populace. Students in rural
areas could videocon- ference
with educators across the
country, and enter- tainment
programs could be telecast to
remote and otherwise
unreachable areas along with
Internet telephony services,
using technologies like
Voiceover Internet Protocol
( Vo I P ) .
I m p r o ve d
communication could bring
re-mote villages into the
mainstream world economy.
In- formation access could
speed rural productivity and the
faster communication between
producers and suppliers would
fuel greater demand for Indian
products.
4. The WiMAX Vis-A-Vis
Other Cellular Technologies
WiMAX promises to provide
high-speed wireless cost
effective connectivity more
easily than current cellular
technologies and it offers the
scalability to deliver af- fordable
broadband access across India.
With
the
potential
extendibility of wireless
infrastr ucture to provide
portable and mobile device
support in future, WiMAX
offers additional advantages for
developing economies globally,
such as that of India that do not
have wide-spread broadband
technologies already in place.
Tables 2 and 3 show the
comparison with different
wireless op- tions for rural
areas.
February 2019
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1. Role of WiMAX in
E-Gover nance in Rural
India
The Empowerment of Rural
communities is crucial for the
development of Rural India.
Bringing the rural people into
the mainstream of the digital
technologies is a major concern
now. Rural Development
implies both the eco- nomic
development of the people and
social transforma- tion using eg over n a n c e. I n o r d e r to
provide the rural people with
better prospects and
opportunities for eco- nomic
development, increased
participation of rural peo- ple
in electronic g over nance
through infor mation and
communication technologies
are envisaged. In near fu- ture,
rural population is likely to
increase with further increase
in poverty aggravating social,
economic and environmental
p r o b l e m s. D u e t o t h e s e
problems, man- agement of
different services, natural
resources and fi- nancial
resource mobilization in rural
areas, it would be necessary to
study the application of eg overnance
using
Information
and
Communication Technologies
(ICTs)/ wireless technologies
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to access the information. The
v i l l a g e p a n ch ay a t wo u l d
establish Grampancahyat
Knowledge Centre (GKC) to
coordinate between the rural
citizen, DHQ and THQ using
WiMAX technology to make
available the public services in
all sectors. Wi- MAX model
and e-governance models are
shown in Figures 2 and 4
respectively. The model is
designed to increase the
economical growth of rural
population, improve the living
standard of rural populace,
empower rural families with
newly acquired knowledge and

for its economic development.
This paper studies the case of
Jalgaon district located in Maharashtra state in India. The
location is shown in Figure 3
Jalgaon district has 15 Talukas,
1498 villages and 767
Grampanchayats.
T he
geographical information of
Jal- gaon district is given in
Table 1. The WiMAX interconnectivity between the
district head quarters (DHQ)
and the 15 Taluka head
quarters (THQ) enables them
to access the information. It is
further desirable that all villages in the district too be able

Table 1. Geographical information of Jalgoan district.
Geographical Area

11,765 SqKm

Jalgaon City

68.78 Sqkm(Source—Jalgaon City Municipal Corporation)

Crop Cultivation Area

180,100 Hectare

Taluka/Tahsil in Jalgaon District

15, Jalgaon, Jamner, Erandol, Dharangaon, Bhusaval, Bodwad,
Yaval, Raver, MuktaiNagar, Amalner, Chopda, Parola, Pachora,
Chalisgaon,Bhadgaon

Total Villages, Cities and Places in Jalgaon District

1498

Total Number of Gram Panchayats in Jalgaon District

787 (as per Election Commission’s statistics—01/05/2005)

Per Capita Income (at Current Prices)

Rs. 2666

Population

36,79,936

Growth Rate

Around 1.6% per year

Male

19,04,437

Female

17,75,499

Male-Female Ratio

932 female to 1000 male

Languages Spoken

Marathi, Hindi and English

Population Density (per SqKm)

313

Literacy (as per Census 2001)

76.06%(Male—86.53%,Female—64.95%)

ComputerLiteracy

57%

Computer Usage Ratio

47 per 100
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Table 2. Comparisons of rural wireless options
Technology

Coverage**

Data Rate
*

Wi-Fi

11 or 50 MBps <= 200 Mbps

100 - 1000 ft < 10 Km

WiMAX

<= 70 Mbps

<= 50 Km

Satellite

256 Kbps - 15 Mbps

40% of earth

Balloons

Unsure

40 cell towers

*Wi-Fi typically ha a rate of 11 or 54 Mbps (802.11a, b, g) but rates can get as high as 200 Mbps for 802.11n;
**Coverage range of a single tower or device. For WiFi, one source cites ranges only to 100 ft while another gives a range of Kms.

Table 3. Comparison of WiMAX standards
IEEE 802.16—2001

IEEE 802.16a

IEEE 802.16d—2004

IEEE 802.16e—2005

Completed

Dec 2001

Jan 2003

Sept 2004

Dec 2005

Spectrum

10 - 66 GHz

2 - 11 GHz

2 - 11 GHz

2 - 11 GHz

Propagation/Channel
LOS

NLOS

NLOS

NLOS

Up to 134 Mbps

Up to 75 Mbps

Up to 75 MHz

Up to 15 Mbps

Condition
Bit Rate

(28 MHz channelization) (20 MHz channelization) (20 MHz channelization)
256 Subscriber

Modulation

QPSK-16-QAM
(Optional in UL)
64-QAM
(Optional)

Mobility

BPSK, QPSK
16-QAM
64-QAM
256-QAM
(Optional)

OFDM, BPSK
QPSK,
16-QAM
64-QAM
256-QAM

(5 MHz channelization)
Scalable
OFDMA, QPSK
16-QAM
64-QAM
256-QAM
(Optional)

Fixed
Fixed
Fixed/Nomadic
Portable/Mobile

Figure 2. WiMAX model for Jalgoan district.
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Figure 3. Jalgoan district map.

skills and make life secure and
healthy. The local population
would have to be made aware to
willingly and enthusiastically
use GKC functionality,
ensuring the sustainability of
the program. The local
community would be trained to
be able to run the WiMAX
centres before the implementing agency moves to other
regions. The GKCs, THQs and
DHQ together should act as a
r ural library, Infor mation
centre, Public service facility
centre, etc. Each THQ centre
covers all villages within a
radius of 50km in the taluka.
The centre will be equipped
with PC/laptop computer,
scanner, land-line phone
connection, cell phone, web
cameras, internet facility, a
printer, a digital camera, solar
power backup facility, etc. The
GKC should be located in a
public place. DHQ and Each
THQ should promote two-way
communication with GKC.
With the help of this project,
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Figure 4. E-governance model for Jalgoan district.

data-base will be created in
regard to various records and
taxes such as agriculture,
Land/property, pets, houses,
transfer of property, property
tax, gender related record,
literacy, birth and death
record, marriage registration
record etc. Through the
WiMAX model rural women
folk would be empowered and
enlightened on various issues
entailing women's
rights
and oppor tunities to be
socially respon- sive and
alleviate
p ove r t y.
Administering
Panchayat
matters [births, deaths, utility
connections (water, electricity
etc.), property transfer, tax
rules, all tax payments, license
& permits, Tourism and
transport etc, booking of
long distance Railway/bus
travel etc is easily possible by
involvement of the related
service providers and the end
users. T hrough wireless
communication/video
confer- ence with experts in

ag riculture/public health,
doctors/ veterinary
doctors/counsellor, the rural
people can seek help through
the GKCs. It is also possible to
provide in- for mation
regarding individual
vaccination schedule for
pregnant women and infants,
family planning, medicines,
ambulance ser vices and
transportation, hospital and
pri- mary centre information,
blood bank, life-saving drugs,
doctors' database, appointment
with doctors, tele-health, and
hospital management system,
to rural public health centre.
For high speed data transfer
and wireless broad band
connectivity,
WiMAX
technolog y
is
convenientsolution
for
e-governance in rural region.
6. Simulation Setup
OPNET MODELER is used
for the simulation purpose.
OPNET is a network
technology
development
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environment that allows design
and
study communication
net- works, devices, protocols
and applications. In simple
terms it allows to simulate

elements of a computer network in order to investigate
and how they will react to
different circumstances
without the need to physically

construct them. OPNET
MODELER is a highly
versatile piece of software that
is used for multiple purposes by
a range of companies in both

Figure 5. Network model

Figure 6 Throughput vs simulation time.
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Figure 7. Load vs simulation time

Figure 8. Delay vs simulation time
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industry and research. One of
its uses is in the design of
computer networks.
OPNET MODELER is used
to test the suitability of the
networks design. It offers
ability to ensure that the
networks design is capable of
supporting the traffic and
applications that would run on
them. Simulation results are
shown in Figures 6-8.
Steps involved in simulation of
the scenario are given below.
1) Take scenario (network
model) which is shown in
Figure 5 and set the
application which is to be
examined.
2) Choose the number of
subscribers and base station
and set their attributes
according to application.
3) Set WiMAX attribute of all
subscribers and base station
and set symbol duration
according to standard.
4) Set permutation mode as
per the simulation criteria.
5) Simulate the scenario and
observe the throughput and
delay.
6) Create six scenarios and
repeat the steps 1 to 4.
7) Simulate the scenario and
compare the throughput
and delay result with
previous result.
7. Performance Analysis of
Delay and Throughput
In this research, we have
divided our work into six
dif- ferent scenarios with the
MEDC Economic Digest

help of OPNET Modeler.
In this paper we have made
six scenarios. Here two
types of MAC layer QoS
are used and they are UGS
and rtPS having application
of Voice over IP (VoIP)
and MPEG respectively.
Also the traffic priority for
UGS is high as compared
to rtPS. In each scenario
the number of fixed nodes
(Fixed Subscriber Stations)

and Mobile nodes (Mobile
Subscriber Stations) are
different. To cover more
nodes or if nodes are
outside the coverage area
more than one BS are
required. Through different
sce- nario we have compare
the throughput and delay
with respect to time. The
simulation parameters used
in this model are listed in
Table 4.

Table 4. Simulation parameters

Efciency Mode

MAC Service Class
Definition (QOS)

Mobility and Ranging Enabled
1) UGS
Eg. VOIP ( IP telephony)
2) rtps
Eg. MPEG
(high rewsolution video)

Modulation Technique

Wireless OFDMA

Number of Subcarrirs

2048

Band Width
Duplexing Technique

8. Result
Here the global analyses of all
the scenarios are done and
the
comparison
of
throughput and delay are
given. Here as the number of
nodes increases the
throughput of complete
network will get improved
since more number. Figure 6
shows the comparison of all
six scenarios. Sce- nario 1 has
the lowest throughput while
scenario 6 has the highest
throughput.
Figure 7
Compares
the
load
(packets/sec) throughout the
network in each scenario.

20 MHz
TDD

Here Scenario 1 has lowest
load, scenarios 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 have
somewhat same load for some
period of time. Scenario 6 has
the highest load at the initial
stage. Figure 8 Compare the
r e s u l t b e t we e n d e l ay v s.
Simulation time here we have
seen that delay of scenario 2 is
minimum and scenario 5 have
maximum delay.
9. Strength of WiMAX in
Rural Area
WiMAX shares Wi-Fi strength
of not requiring expensive
wires and cables and o f
a l l ow i n g ch e a p e r u s e o f
February 2019
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unlicensed spectr um. In
addition to this, WiMAX
provides additional range. WiFi provides coverage of about
10 km, but WiMAX offers a
range of up to 50 km. An
increase in range is particularly
impor tant in the densely
populated rural areas, since the
number of people cov- ered by
a single tower is rather small
compared to urban area. No
matter what, having a tower
and the range of the tower that
increases the number of
households served cuts down
considerably on cost and would
encourage service providers to
establish themselves in rural
areas. Just like Wi-Fi, WiMAX
is an economically feasible
option for rural India.
However, the profits may not
match that made in the urban
areas. WiMAX also offers data
transfer rates higher than
802.11a, 802.11b, and 802.11g,
though not as high as the fastest
Wi-Fi speed of 802.11n.
10.Weakness of WiMAX in
Rural Area
E ve n t h o u g h W i M A X i s
economically feasible, it is still
potentially expensive to install
and maintain with less than
desirable payback in rural areas
to keep service pro- viders away
from using it there. Even
though WiMAX is better
equipped for some rural parts
in India than Wi-Fi, WiMAX is
more expensive to install. Thus,
even compa- nies that were
willing to provide wireless
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service to rural India, were not
readily willing to spend the
additional cost for installing
WiMAX when they felt that
Wi-Fi service was sufficient.
11. Limitations of WiMAX

better results, additional
radio cards need to be added
to the base station to boost
the capability.
12.Conclusions

3) Sharing of bandwidth: In
wireless technology, the
bandwidth is shared by
users in a specified radio
sector.
Therefore,
functionality quality could
go down if more than one
user exists in a single sector.

WiMAX is satisfactory solution
for rural connectivity and it is a
new standards-based wireless
technolog y g aining rapid
acceptance around the world. It
i s c a p a b l e o f d e l i ve r i n g
broadband Internet service and
extending services like Internet
telephony throughout India
without major disruption to
transportation and other
ser vices. Unlike wired
s o l u t i o n s, i t r e q u i r e s n o
blocking of traffic, no digging
miles of trenches for laying
telecommunica- tion cables, no
ruining blocks of roads to
provide Internet services, no
waiting
on
m a s s i ve
infrastr ucture build-out
projects, and no overhanging
cables that could snap anytime. WiMAX offers a fast,
affordable, convenient solution to India's widespread
Internet access required to
start e-governance for rural
administration, agriculture
development and management
and also for educational
development. WiMAX delivers
greater throughput and greater
scalability to suit consumer's
needs. WiMAX is suitable
option for starting the egovernance at grass root level in
rural area.

4) Mostly users have a speed
of 2 to 8 or 12 Mbit/s. For

Originally published in :
Scientific research Organisation

WiMAX
is
suitable
technolog y for next
generation with potential
applications such as cellular
backhaul, hotspot, VoIP
mobiles and broadband
connection, but it has some
limitations as under.
1) Low bit rate over Long
distance: WiMAX technology offers long distance
data range of 50 km or 30
miles and high bit rate of
70 Mbps. That is fine, but
both these features do not
work together well. With
the increase in the data
distance/range, the bit rate
reduces and vice versa.
2) Speed of connectivity: The
WiMAX has other
drawback that user closers
to the tower can get high
speed up to 30 Mbit/s, but
the users at the cell edge of
the tower may obtain only
up to 14 Mbit/s speed.
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Innovations at Universal biomass power plant to use paddy bales
Universal Biomass Energy Pvt. Ltd.
Channu - 152 101.

About the plant
Universal Biomass Energy
Private Limited (UBEPL) set
up a 14.5 MW crop-residue
based power plant in Channu
village, Muktsar district,
Punjab. The power plant was
sanctioned by the Punjab
Energy
Development
Authority (PEDA) on 9 July
2008 and commissioned on 20
October 2009.
A power purchase agreement
was signed with the Punjab
State Electricity Board (PSEB)
for 30 years with a tariff of Rs
3.84/kWh with 2008-09 as the
base year and 5% annual
escalation up to 2011-12.
However, UBEPL appealed to
the Punjab State Electricity
Regulatory
Commission
(PSERC) in September 2009
for a future escalation in tariff,
and the commission, in its
petition order dated 26
November
2010, awarded
UBEPL a higher tariff of Rs
5.12/kWh from 2010-11
onwards.
Plant technology
The biomass based power plant
is designed to generate
electricity for the grid by
burning a variety of renewable
biomass fuels (mainly cotton
MEDC Economic Digest

PROJECT AT A GLANCE
Capacity
Location
Technology
Feedstock

Fuel consumption
Plant commissioning
Project cost and
nancing

Operations
and
maintenance cost
Electricity generated
Power
purchase
agreement

14.5 MW
Channu, Muktsar district, Punjab
Biomass combustion: Rankine-cyclebased power plant
Cotton stalks, mustard stalks, rice
husk and straw, and other local
biomass fuels
About 400 tonnes a day
October 2009
Rs 7,458.88 lakh
Out of the total cost, term loan was
Rs 4,800 lakh from Punjab National
Bank and Ministry of New and
Renewable Energy (MNRE) subsidy
was Rs 112.53 lakh
Rs 288.40
lakh
annually
with
escalation of 5% every year
9,513,750 kWh (from October 2009 to
November 2014)
Signed with PSEB for 30 years
Rs 3.84/kWh with 5% annual
escalation up to 2011/12
Rs 5.12/kWh from 2010/11 onwards
(PSERC petition order dated 26 Nov
2010)

directly to fire a boiler that can
use such biomass to generate
steam at high pressure and high
temperature to drive an impulse
turbine generator set.
The plant and the machinery
for the project consist of the
following items.
stalks, mustard stalks and l Boiler: 70 tonnes per hour
(tph) capacity with steam at
paddy straw). The plant uses
67 bar and 475 +/- 5 °C
the standard Rankine cycle, in
which the biomass is burnt
February 2019
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Furnace: Travelling Grate
Designed efficiency: 76%
Turbine: Condensing
Turbine generator set: 14.5
MW at 11 kV, 50 Hz, power
factor of 0.8 at generator
terminals
Cooling tower: 4,500 m³
(three cells) capacity capable
of cooling water from 42 °C
to 32 °C
Other features: Water based
hydrant systems provided in
the fuel yard and various
boiler floors and electro
static precipitators (ESP) to
avoid fires at the plant etc.
Grid interface: Turbo
generator is synchronized
through 11 kV steam turbo
generator (STG) incomer by
monitoring the voltage,
frequency and phase angle
of both the systems
Power evacuation: Export
of power to the grid through
a 132 kV transmission line
through a substation in
Gidderbaha
village,
approximately 9 km from
the site

September), however, the PLF
remained low either because
the biomass fuel was in short
supply (mainly in the initial
years) or because the plant was
shut down for maintenance
and because of heavy rains (in
recent
years). During
September
2011,
July–September 2013 and
August–September 2014, the
PLF was very low because the
plant was shut down for a
long time due to major repairs
and maintenances.
UBEPL has established in all
40 biomass depots of which
13 operate round the year and
27 operate mainly during the
peak harvesting season of the
two major crops in the region,
cotton and mustard.
Technological innovations
adopted to improve plant
operations

operational and maintenance
problems is associated with it.
Especially
because of
variations in the
q u a l i t y o f b i o m a s s, t h e
deposition of soot and ash on
internal surfaces (especially
boiler tubes and the chimney)
gradually hinders the flow of
flue gas, choking the tubes and
the chimney, resulting in lower
performance and finally
shutdown to replace the
damaged/affected
parts.
UBEPL has undertaken some
key measures to overcome this
problem.
l

Optimizing secondary air
supply and flow to ensure
complete burning of fuel,
thereby minimizing loss of
energy in the form of a
mixture of unburnt ash and
char

l

Re-sizing and Re-routing the
forced-draft (FD) fan duct to
minimize pressure drop as
well as the deposition of
soot or fly ash

l

Improved clamping

Boiler modification
Boiler being the heart of
biomass combustion based
power plant, majority of the

Plant performance
The monthly average plant load
factor (PLF) for the last five
years from 2010 is presented in
the figure below
The plant has been operating
quite well most of the time with
a high PLF (at times higher
than 90% during the harvesting
season,
namely
November–December). For a
few months (the monsoon and
off-season months of July-
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arrangements for the
superheated tube banks to
facilitate their operation and to
reduce jamming problems
l

Using long, retractable and
rotary soot blowers to clean
the boiler tube banks even
during plant operation
without stopping the plant
operation or shutting it
down

All these measures reduced the
jamming problems and the
choking of tubes due to soot
deposits from flue gases.
Earlier, jamming used to occur
every 3–5 days and the plant
used to be stopped for clearing
the soot and overcome
choking. This was necessary
because
the
plant's
performance would deteriorate
quickly (from 15 MW to as low
as 12 MW). However, after
these measures, the problem
occurred less frequently and
t h e o p e r a t i o n i m p r o ve d
significantly: the plant would
r un continuously for 3–4
months, and for more than
25–30 days at full capacity
(14.5–15 MW).
The plant's management claims
that the plant may be the only
one that can handle such a
variety of biomass resources
(as many as 40 types) with a
wide range in characteristics
and moisture content and can
now run almost continuously
for several months at a stretch.
Also, when it is shut down, the
downtime is much shorter.
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Use of intact bales of paddy described earlier. The plant has
undertaken successful trials
straw
Another major innovation at w i t h p a d d y b a l e s u p t o
UBEPL has been the use of 30%–40% of fuel mix. The
bales of paddy straw as it is, content has been routinely
without being cut into small maintained at 20% for quite
pieces, thereby avoiding the some time now without any
entire exercise of fuel major problem. The advantages
processing. This has also of using baled paddy straw are:
enhanced fuel loading rates. lower cost of fuel processing,
This became possible because easier storage, and lower cost
of the technical improvisation of fuel itself compared to other
in the boiler section as fuels.

Separate conveyor for paddy bales installed at UBEPL

Separate conveyor for paddy
bales
The plant's management is
upbeat about its success in
using baled paddy straw
without chipping and plans to
increase the proportion of
paddy bales to as much as 50%
in the overall fuel mix of the
plant.

A separate conveyor was
installed in the power plant
exclusively for feeding paddy
bales. This also helped to
reduce the load on the existing
conveyor belt, thereby reducing
various maintenance problems
associated with it.
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Decentralized Application of Biomass Gasifier for
thermal energy demand

In India, there is increasing
concern of depleting fossil
reser ves and impacts of
Climate change due to GHG
emissions on utilizing fossil
fuels for energy needs. Indian
industries are one of the major
sectors where total energy
demand has g rown more
rapidly since 2000, almost
doubled over the 2000-2013
period. Figure below shows
that in industries, coal and oil
products are used in significant
quantity and therefore, it is
important to look out for
alternative renewable energy
resources for fulfilling the
energy demand of the sector.
In India, in addition to big
energy intensive industries
such as Steel, Cement, etc.,
there are several Medium and
Small industries which

consume large amount of
fossil fuels such as furnace oil,
diesel, etc. for their routine
processes. Replacing the fossil
fuel with renewable energy
sources for such services
would help in saving the fuel
and reducing the GHG
emissions in the country.

annual capacity of the plant is
12,000 MT with an equivalent
12,000-15,000 MT of
smelting capacity. The process
energy requirement in the plant
as thermal energy is for
processes such as melting,
refining and oxidation and
reduction operations.

This case study would
highlight one such example of
using biomass resource for
diesel replacement in Lead and
Alloy melting and Red Oxide
production.
M/s Starlit Power System,
Mewat, Haryana is a
manufacturer of Refined Lead
with minimum 99.97%
purity, Lead Alloys with
Calcium,
Antimony,
Selenium, Tin and Grey
Oxide and Red lead. The

The Company decided to move
towards the green energy and
therefore looked out for
options displacing diesel in the
boilers.
Biomass
gasifiers
are
advantageous for such
applications because of ease of
operation, providing required
temperature
l e ve l s,
cost–effective, etc. The
biomass gasifier at the project
site was implemented by M/s
Chanderpur Works based on
TERI's technology.
Adaptation
technology

Figure1: Energy demand in 2000-2013
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gasifier

The plant has reactors for
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melting (2 numbers), refining
furnace and the reduction
rotar y kiln which have a
cumulative thermal energy
requirement of about 4,00,000
kCal/hr. T he required
temperature in the furnace is
about 850- 900 °C. A total of
1,650 litre of diesel was used
for one batch of the
production process in melting
and lead furnace.

Payback analysis for the
project
A typical payback analysis for
biomass gasifier based thermal
projects is calculated and
presented in the table below.

clear that application of
biomass gasifiers can be very
useful in the industries, by way
of reducing the cost of
operation in addition to
reducing the carbon footprint
of the industries.

From the given figures, it is
Cost calculation
Particulars
Diesel consumption per hour
Daily running hours
Diesel consumption /day
Price of diesel (at the time of project implementation)
Diesel Calorific Value
Cost of diesel per day (X)
Cost of wood
Wood Calorific Value
Wood required to replace 1 litre of Diesel
Wood requirement/day
Price of wood / kg (landed Cost)

The technology deployed in
the industry is downdraft
gasifier with a capacity of 180
kg/hr of wood consumption
which would be able to give a
thermal output of 4,50,000
kCal/hr. The gasifier is capable
of replacing at least 60% of
diesel consumption in the DG
set of 125 kVA rating, when
used in the dual fuel mode and
when the Rotary reduction
furnace consuming about 35
litre of diesel per hour is not
running (which is normally the
case).
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Total cost (A)
Cost of electricity for running the gasiier
Auxiliary electricity consumption of gasifier per hour
Daily operating hours
Power cost
Total cost (B)
Cost of Manpower
Skilled (8 hrs/shift)
Cost of skilled manpower
Unskilled (8 hrs/shift)
Cost of skilled manpower
Total cost (C)
Cost of annual maintenance
Maintenance cost/day (Considering 300 working days)
Total cost (D)
Cost of running gasifier per day (A+B+C+D) (Y)

Profit per day (X-Y)
Annual Saving

Value
40.0
22.0
880.0
49.0
10000.0
43,120.0

Unit
litre
hours
litre
Rs./ litre
kCal/litre
Rs

3500.0
4.0
3520.0

kCal/kg
kg
kgs

5.0

Rs

17,600.0

Rs

20.0
22.0
6.0

kWh
hrs
Rs/kWh

2,640.0

Rs

3.0
300
6.0
200

persons
Rs/day
persons
Rs/day

2,100.0

Rs

50,000.0

Rs

167.0
167.0

Rs
Rs

22,507.0

Rs

20,613.0
61,83,900.0

Rs
Rs
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Women Entrepreneurs

A Product of Vrushti Creations
Mrs. Hema Ghadiali
Entrepreneurs are the people
who have the courage to take
the risks and make important
engagements to get a new or an
existing business going, where
as a woman entrepreneur is
someone who is willing to pass
all the hurdles of economic
uncertainty and society to
create something new. This is
what Mrs. Hema Ghadiali has
done. She just broke all the
hurdles in her life and started
her own business a year back
with the vision of setting a
trend in women fashion.
“Changing globalization has
given women opportunities to
become professional and take
up jobs in order to secure a
downright source of income
and to follow the dreams”,
Hema says.
About the Journey
Textile sector of India is one of
the largest and is as old as world
textile industry. The Indian
textile industry offers vast
opportunities for small and
medium enterprises which
plays an important role in
Indian economy in terms of
development, employment and
growth. Small scale sector has
enormous opportunities since
it requires less capital, adding
more to its benefits are factors
MEDC Economic Digest

like government support,
finance & subsidies, raw
material & machiner y
procurement, manpower
training, export promotion
etc.
Hema started her business
when she was just a housewife.
She worked long, grueling
days on her feet all day,
surrounded by people who
weren't working in the same
field but because it was
Hema's passion to give
something to the society, she
worked day and night. She had
a passion for design and a
geeky love of numbers, so the
idea of starting her own
business seemed like a
beautiful, exciting challenge to
embark on.
In less developed countries or
“emerging economies,” the
idea of entrepreneurship takes
on an entirely different
meaning. It's not about
building a huge company with
the goal being an IPO or an
acquisition, rather, one's
entrepreneurial spirit emerges
in spite of dire circumstances
to solve different problems:
supporting a family's basic
needs, setting a trend and
giving something new to the
society.

Hema took initiative as a leader.
She decided to have her own set
up at Satpara, which is 5 km
from Virar in Suburbs of
Mumbai and she started hiring
workers from there. Initially, it
was difficult to train those
unskilled workers but Hema
not only succeeded in training
them but made her workers
realize the importance of selfindependence. Today Hema
handles 14 people all together
and with this team she is
handling her business.
As a promoter of rural
enterprise, Hema faced many
problems to set up her own
enterprise. Starting from the
financial problem, arranging
working capital becomes a
major task as she could run out
of money to buy raw materials
though she may not yet have
earned any reputation in the
market to get raw materials on
credit. Similarly, she makes
several production trials,
improves quality, etc. This is
not it. There are also policy
challenges faced by her
enterprise. To top it all, there
are marketing problems
(competition, middlemen),
management problems (legal
formalities, low quality of
products, procurement of raw
February 2019
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materials, etc.), and Human
Resources problems (low skill
level of workers and negative
attitude of rural folk towards
the ideas of business).
“To me, being an entrepreneur
means having dedication and heart,
knowing how to deal with people
and loving and treasuring what you
have.”
Being a female entrepreneur means
getting to make decisions and face
challenges and it gives me a feeling
of confidence.It means a lot to me,
and I've been dreaming about it as
long as I can remember. It means I
can depend on myself and survive
on my own.
- Says Hema

When Hema started her own
business, she researched a lot
about the existing market and
found out that Mumbai market
is flooded with imported
cloths. But with the vision of
having something more ethnic
and Indian, Hema took the
initiative of trying Khadi as her
product.
'Khadi', is originated from
India. Khadi is hand woven
fabric made out of cotton.
There is no modern machinery
used in its manufacturing
process. Khadi can be wear in
all Season. Its presence in
Indian and Inter national
market is from past 70 years.
Today also, people of India
wear khadi mostly on occasion
of national event. However,
Khadi still struggling to align
with other competitive
machine made fabric.
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Choosing Khadi as her basic
fabric, Hema launched a brand
called Satakshee under Vrusthi
Creation. Vrushti creations
worked under the supervision
of its Proprietor Mrs. Hema
Ghadiali herself. Shatakshi has
taken initiative to give khadi a
new look. They introduced the
new and exclusive designs of
khadi apparels. Satakshee
motive is to encourage people
to wear khadi as regular wear
and at most affordable prices.
During her business Hema
also realized that business has Her product range includes:
two major aspects. One is
Planning and Production and
other is Sales and Marketing.
Though Hema is skilled with
the for mer one but for
marketing she chooses the
mode
of
exhibition.
According to her, exhibition
has the power of reaching to
the customer directly and it
will give her a wide diversity of
customers. Star ted from Drawing inspiration from her
selling her fashionable clothes own story Hema is taking
at train Hema is currently experience from her failure and
participating in Khadi and s u c c e s s. S h e s a y s, i n t h e
Village
I n d u s t r i e s moment, some failure might
Commission
(KVIC) seem like the end of the road,
exhibitions, which is one of but remember, there are
the reputed brands and she is countless successful men and
very thankful to Khadi and women in the world today who
Villag e
Industries are only enjoying success
Commission.
because they decided to push
Hema and her team innovative past the inevitable bleakness of
ideas and creative approach failure.
assist them in designing
fashionable ladies apparels in 'Learn from your mistakes,
beautifully finished patterns. reflect and accept the failure,
Now they have a monthly but revisit your passion and
capacity of manufacturing keep pursuing your goals no
matter what'.
almost 1K pieces of design.
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